
Video security for business and home.

S' Our video observation monitor/cameras are designed for easy installation.

We've got the one you need, whether you want to be sure your youngster

is happy or need to keep inventory and traffic under observation.

:
Swipe for video security

Keep a Watchful Eye on
Things Important to You

4 -channel audio/video monitor
Use with security cameras to add safety, security and convenience to your home or business. At home, see and hear
baby's room or any other room from somewhere else in the house. Businesses can monitor storerooms, warehouses,
entryways, exits or reception areas from one central location. 10" (9" viewable) 800 -line -resolution black -and -
white screen. Built-in speaker and microphone let you have two-way conversations with the person at the camera, if
camera has 2 -way audio capability.

As your needs expand, you can utilize up to four cameras to monitor a total of four areas. Monitor sequentially scans
each camera in any order or you can custom -program by deleting cameras from the viewing sequence. Select
individual cameras at the touch of a button on the monitor control panel. Program pause time for each camera.
Maximum camera distance from monitor is 300 feet. Monitor has jacks for easy connection to your VCR for sound
and video record/playback on monitor or TV. Included are two RCA -to -mini -DIN adapters to use with either camera
shown below. UL listed AC. Indoor use only. : 49-2511 189.99
RCA -to -mini DIN adapter cable. Lets you add extra cameras (#49-2512/2513). 980-1046 ..12.99

B&W indoor CCD camera
(1) Use with most TVs or monitor #49-2511 above. This
unobtrusive camera delivers sharp images with 380 -line
resolution. Lens has a 78° angle for wide picture view.
Includes 65 -ft. cable. One-way audio capable. I-..'
49-2512 99.99

Extension cables
4 -pin mini DIN male to female.
60 -foot. 980-1029 29.99
100 -foot. 980-1030 49.99

Indoor/outdoor CCD camera
(2) Not only does this camera have built-in low -light
features, it also has an advanced buzzer and light package.
380 -line resolution and wide 110° picture angle. Six LEDs for
outstanding low -light visibility. PIR camera detects motion
and gives LED indication and beep alert. Can be used with
monitor #49-2511 or most TVs. 2 -way audio capable.
Includes 65 -ft. cable. 49-2513 149.99

Extension cables
6 -pin DIN-one adapter needed for each cable ordered.
131 -foot. 980-0646 29.99
196 -foot. 980-0647 39.99
Adapter. 980-0671 Each 5.99

Video adapter. (Not shown.) Record detected motion with ordinary VCR device. 3 -to -3 RCA cable: audio-in/audio-
out/video. 4'h -foot connecting cable. 30 -second repeat sensor. Use with #49-2513 above. 980-0828 29.99

WARNING
These Premises

protected by
Video Surveillance

System

Video
warning decals
Make trespassers, thieves
and vandals think twice.
Draw their attention to
your surveillance system...

a low-cost and effective deterrent. 21/2x31/2" decal
applies on inside of window for visibility to anyone
on the outside. 49-2503 Pkg of 4/1.99

NEW Simulated indoor/
outdoor security camera-
only you know it's not real
Looks and mounts lust like the real thing, at a
fraction of the cost! Flashing indicator light provides
an authentic "operational" look. Light works about 4
months on 2 "C" batteries (extra). Includes dummy
cable and mounting hardware.
49-2569 29.99

4 -channel surveillance system controller
This interface device turns a TV or VCR into a 4 -channel observation system. If camera (#49-2513, not included) detects
an intruder with its built-in PIR sensor, the beeper in the control unit will warn user that someone is on the premises and
will automatically switch the picture to the camera that was triggered and will automatically record the camera picture
onto a videotape. Plug-in connections. Manual/auto camera switching modes, time and date displayed on camera
picture and tape. Alarm clock. 980-0829 149.99

RED NUMBERS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special
order at our stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and
pricing information see p. 441.
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